Revised list of workshops (Updated October 6)

Leader:

- should contact school a week before the workshop (cc me your message)
- Make 30 copies per workshop (go to the math office to get them done)
- Contact all the people in your group (send them a reminder)
- Take attendance of your group.
- Leader and members of the group should arrive 15 minutes before the workshops and go to the school office to register.

From: Karen Sandhu <ksandhu@vsb.bc.ca>
Cc: Joseph Mergens <jgmergens@vsb.bc.ca>

School and Location: Queen Alexandra Elementary 1300 East Broadway Vancouver BC V5N1V5

Contact: Karen Sandhu-Paul work # 604-713-4599/cell # 778-960-3327 ksandhu@vsb.bc.ca

Two Grade 6/7 classes 23 students in each class

Two parallel sessions: October 2 from 9:00 to 10:30

Session 1: Leader Katrina Tan Group: Kody Shum, Xuan Hong, Songi Fan

Session 2: Leader Mathias Lee Group: Chi Wang, Xintoi Dai, Coral Yue Wang

From: Scott Hodges <Scott.Hodges@sd41.bc.ca>

Contact: Scott Hodges Head Teacher

School: Parkcrest Elementary 604-296-9039

Two sessions: October 5 from 10:45 to 12:00

Grade 7 Session. Leader Angad Manku Group: Gexuan Su, Yuxiang (Emily) Wang, Ke Zin (Margaret) Zhao

Grade 6 session. Leader: Natasha Kozak Group: Hailun Zhuang, Marco Wong, Yiran Yu, Peder Shirley, Jasmin Gadey

From: Patricia Wendy O'neill <poneill@vsb.bc.ca>
School: Dr A R Lord  Phone 6047134620  Address: 555 Lilooet St. Vancouver, B.C. V5K4G4

There is some street parking or Lilooet and Pender in an extra lot behind the school parking.

Contact: Wendy ONeill classroom teacher  class is room205.

Session:  October 4  from 11:00 to 12:10  Grade 6/7  Session Leader: Yutong Wu Group:  Tavy (Ting Wei) Wu, Tianchang Ning, Jiayuan Jiang, Aries Liu

From: Virginia Wong <virginia.wong@cornerstonechristianacademy.ca>

1) Cornerstone Christian Academy - 7890 No. 5 Road, Richmond, BC, V6Y 2V2
2) Virginia Wong, Gr. 7 teacher, 604-512-1515, virginia.wong@cornerstonechristianacademy.ca
3) Gr 7, 22 students

Session: Wednesday October 11 from 10:40 to 12:05

Leader:  Tavy (Ting Wei) Wu  Group:  Tianchang Ning, Jiayuan Jiang, Aries Liu, Yutong Wu, Nima Shafigh

From: Shana Tillotson <stillotson@sd38.bc.ca>

School:  Tomsett Elementary School  9671 Odlin Rd.  Richmond, BC  V3X 2B4
Contact:  Shana Tillotson  604-668-6448  stillotson@sd38.bc.ca
Grade:  6/7  Time:  November 16  from 10:40am to 12:20pm

Session Leader: Jasmin Gadey  Group:  Peter Wang, Po I (Brian) Wu, Nima Shafigh, Songi Fan

From: Gaye T. Dalla-Zanna <gdallazann@vsb.bc.ca>

Lord Nelson Elementary  2235 Kitchener St.  Vancouver, B.C.  V5L 2W9

Tuesday October 3rd  10:50-12:10

Grade 7 session Leader : Coral Yue Guan Group:  , Jasmin Gadey, Yiran Yu, Yuxiang Wang (Emily), Yanhui Guo

Grade 7 Session: Leader: Hezhi Wang Shen Group Mathias Lee, Xinyi Zhao, Po I (Brian) Wu, Peter Wang, Hailun Zhuang,

Grade 6 Session: Leader: Peder Shirley Group:, Nima Shafigh, Natasha Kozak, Chi Wang,

Grade 6 Session: Gexuan Su, Group:  Kody Shum, Marco Wong, Jiayuan jiang, WenWanZang
From: Caitlin Stewart cstewart@vsb.bc.ca Caitlin Stewart

General Gordon Elementary School

Date: October 4 from 9:00 to 10:30 Two simultaneous sessions

Grade 7 Leader: Katrina Tan Group: Xuan Hong, Chi Wang, Xinton Dai,

Grade 7 Leader: Yue Guan, Group: Kody Shum, Matthias Lee, Yanhui Guo

From: Stephanie Papazian <Stephanie.Papazian@sd41.bc.ca>


2. Contact person: me (Stephanie Papazian) 604-307-3305, use this email

3. Grade 5/6 - 22 students - we are a French immersion class, do you offer any workshops in French?

Date October 10 from 9 to 10:20

Session Leader: Zhang Wenwan Group: Natasha Kozak, Yiran Yu, Marco Wong, Peder Shirley, Jasmin Gadey

From: Cecilia Ramirez <cecilia.ramirez@icschoolvancouver.com>

1. Immaculate Conception School 3745 West 28th Avenue, Vancouver V6S 1S6

2. Cecilia Ramirez Tel. No: (604)614-9666 Email: cecilia.ramirez@icschoolvancouver.com

3. Grade 7, 26 students

Date: Thursday, October 26th, 9:00 - 10:30am

From: Rob Kirkham <rkirkham@stpaulschool.ca>
St. Paul School  address:  8251 St. Alban’s Road Richmond, BC V6Y 2L2
Contact: Robert Kirkham (Contact) 604-277-4487
Date: Tuesday October 10 from 10:30 to 12:00.
Session October 10: Leader: Hailun Zhuang Group: Hezhi Wang Shen, Coral Yue Guan, Kody Shum, Nima Shafigh
Date: Tuesday October 17 both from 10:30 to 12:00.
Session October 17: Leader: Mattias Lee Group: Coral Yue Guan, Yutong Wu, Hezhi Wang Shen, WenWan Zhang, Nima Shafigh, Hailun Zhuang

From: Vivian Cai vcai@vsb.bc.ca School: Trafalgar Elementary School
Date Thursday November 2 from 11:00 to 12:10.
Session: Leader: Hezhing Wang Shen Group: Ke Xin (Margaret) Zhao, Angad Manku
Date Thursday November 9 from 11:00 to 12:10.
Session Leader: Jasmin Gadey, group: Po I (Brian) Wu, Nima Shafigh, Peter Wang, WenWan Zhang

From: Ian Tosczak <tosczak@yahoo.com>
Bayview Elementary  2251 Collingwood st  Vancouver  V6R  3L1  604-713-5433
Three workshops:
October 10 Time 1:00 to 2:30. Leader: Katrina Tan Group: Yuan Zhuang, Yanhui Guo, Katrina Tan
October 17 Time 1:00 to 2:30 Leader: Yuan Zhuang, Group: Yanhui Guo, Katrina Tan, Peter Wang
October 24 Time 1:00 to 2:30 Leader: Yanhui Guo Group: Yuan Zhuang, Katrina Tan, Peter Wang

From: Aoife Leavy <aoifeleavy@saintpius.ca>
School: Saint Pius X  1150 Mount Seymour Road, North Vancouver, V7G 1R6.
Phone number is 604-929-0345.
Date: October 17th (Grade 6 9-10:30 & Grade 7 (10:45 -12:00).
Grade 6 Session Leader: Kody Shum Group: Jasmine Gadey, Po I (Brian) Wu, Songi Fan, Wenwan Shang
Grade 7 Session Leader: Jasmine Gadey Group: Kody Shum, Po I (Brian) Wu, Songi Fan, WenWan Shang

From: Cecilia Ramirez <cecilia.ramirez@icschoolvancouver.com>

1. Immaculate Conception School 3745 West 28th Avenue, Vancouver V6S 1S6

2. Cecilia Ramirez Tel. No: (604)614-9666 Email: cecilia.ramirez@icschoolvancouver.com

Date Friday October 20 from 9:00 to 10:30.

Grade 6 Session Leader: Chi Wang Group: Xuan Hong, Tianchang Ning, Xintong Dai, Katrina Tan

From: Neil M. Kishi nkishi@vsb.bc.ca Math Workshop for Grade 7s

Date: Monday, October 23 from 11:00 am and 12:10 pm.

Our school is: Waverley Elementary School 6111 Elliott St., Vancouver, BC V3J 4J7

Contact Neil M. Kishi nkishi@vsb.bc.ca at 604-713-4752 or nkishi@vsb.bc.ca Room 119

Session Leader: Tianchang Ning Group: Yutong Wu, Jiayuan Jiang, Tavy (Ting Wei) Wu, Aries Liu,

From: Harjinder Sangra <hsangra@vsb.bc.ca>

Subject: Moberly Elementary Workshop

Grade 7 workshop.

Harjinder Sangra 604 318-9166

Date: Monday October 23 from 9:00 to 10:30

Session Leader: Xintong Dai Group: Chi Wang, Xuan Hong, Yue Guan

From: Faith Maier <fmaier@stmary.bc.ca>

St. Mary's Elementary Address: 5239 Joyce Street Vancouver V5R 4G8

Faith Maier Gr. 6 Teacher fmaier@stmary.bc.ca 604-572-0904

Date October 19

9:00 to 10:20 Session: Leader Peder Shirley Group: Marco Wong, Yiran Yu, Natasha Kozak, Hailun Zhuang, Songi Fan,

10:30 to 12:00 Session: Leader: Po I (Brian) Wu Group: Jasmin Gadey, Peter Wang, Yuxiang Wang, Jiayaun Jiang, Songi Fan
From: Stacey Albert <stacey.albert@sd41.bc.ca>

1. Armstrong Elementary School 8757 Armstrong Ave Burnaby BC V3N 2H8
2. Stacey Albert - stacey.albert@sd41.bc.ca 604-296-9000

We have 3 grade 6/7 combined classes with 21 students in each

October 24:
From 9:00 to 10:20 Leader: Yuxiang Wang Emily. Group: Gexuan Su, Yue Guan, Natassha Kozak, Yuahan Li, Songi Fan
From 10:20 to 12:00 Leader: : Gexuan Su Group: Yuxiang Wang Emily, Yue Guan, Aries Liu, Songi Fan
From 1:00 to 2:20. Leader: Hezhing Wong Shen Group: Coral Yue Huan, Kody Shum, Songi Fan, Nima Shafigh

From: Emily Wurst <Emily.Wurst@sd41.bc.ca>

1. Edmonds Community School 7651 18th ave, Burnaby, BC V3N1J1
2. Emily Wurst, 604 808 5206, emily.wurst@sd41.bc.ca
3. Grade 6/7 , 24 students

Thursday October 12 from 1:15 to 2:47
Session Leader: Nima Shafigh Group: Matthias Lee, Aries Liu, Peter Wang, Angad Manku, Yuan Zhuang

From: Brian Wilms <brianwwilms@gmail.com>

School: RJ Tait Elementary Address: 10071 Finlayson Drive Richmond, BC V6X 1W7
Contact: Brian Wilms 604-733-9985 brianwwilms@gmail.com

Grade 6/7 Session
November 6:  9:10 to 10:50 (Mr Regan class)
Leader Tavy (ting Wei) wu Group : Tianchnag Ning, Xintong Dai, JiaYuan Jian, Aries Liu
Date November 6:  11:20 - 1:00 (Brian Wilms class)
Leader: Tavy Wu Group : Jiayuan Jian, Yutong Wu (Sarah), Aries Liu
School: MacCorkindale Elementary 6100 Battison Street Vancouver BC
Contact person: Gloria Ma gma@vsb.bc.ca
Grade 7 October 13 from 9:00 to 10:30
Leader: Tavy (Ting Wei) Wu Group: Jiayuan Jiang, Chi Wang, Xintong Dai, Xuan Jong, Tianchang Ning, Mattias Lee
Grade 5/6 October 16 from 9:00 to 10:30
Leader: Tianchang Ning Group: Tavy (Ting Wei) Wu, Jiayuan Jiang, Chi Wang, Xintong Dai, Xuan Jong, Matthias Lee

School: Jamieson Elementary
Address: 5987 Prince Albert St, Vancouver, BC V5W 2Z7
Contact: Jesseca Eng, 778-919-6310 Email: jreng@vsb.bc.ca
Grade level: 6/8, 28 student
Thursday November 2 from 9:00 to 10:30
Leader: Hailun Zhuang Group: Yiran Yu, Marco Wong, Peder Shirley, WenWan Zhang, Peter Wang

To: Miro Shen mshen@vsb.bc.ca 5/6 class at Waverley Elementary in Vancouver
Contact: Miro Shen <mshen@vsb.bc.ca>
Tuesday November 7 from 1:00 to 2:30.
Leader: Nima Shafigh Group Yan Hui Guo, Yuan Zhuang, Katrina Tan, Peter Wang
Begbie Elementary. 1430 Lillooet Street > Vancouver, BC > V5K 4H6
Contact: Dr MJ Moran > 778-554-9652 > maryjoanmoran@hotmail.com
Three workshops for November 16
>workshop 1 - grade 6&7 from 9:00 to 10:15
Leader: Marco Wong Group: Peder Shirley , Yuxiang Wang (Emily), Yiran Yu, Gexuan Su, WenWan Zhang, Natasa Kozak
> workshop 2 - other grade 6&7 class from 10:30 to 11:45
Leader: Yuxiang Wang (Emily) Group: Marco Wong, Peder Shirley , Yiran Yu, Gexuan Su, Yuan Zhuang, Matthias Lee, Natasa Kozak
> workshop 3 - grade 5&6 class from 1:00 to 2:15
Leader: Yanhui Guo,  Group: Yaun Zhuang, Ken Xin (Margaret) Zhao, Aries Liu, Hezhing Wang Shen

Taylor Park Elementary

> 7590 Mission Avenue > Burnaby, BC > V3N 5C7
Contact: Derek Cockram Derek.Cockram@sd41.bc.ca

Two simultaneous grade 7 workshop on November 20 from 9:00 to 10:15.

Group 1 leader: Chi Wang Group: Xuan Hong, Kody Shum, Tavy (Ting Wei) Wu,

Group 2: Leader: Tainchang Ning, Group: Hailun Zhuang, Xintong Dai, Matthias Lee

CHANGE OF SCHOOL!!!!!

Brantford Elementary

Address: 6512 Brantford Ave, Burnaby, BC V5E 2S1

Phone: (604) 296-9002

Contact: Scott Stefanek <Scott.Stefanek@sd41.bc.ca>

Three workshops for November 9

> workshop 1 - grade 6/7 from 9:00 to 10:15
Leader: Marco Wong Group: Peder Shirley, Yuxiang Wang (Emily), Yiran Yu, Gexuan Su, Ke Xin Zhao, Natasha Kozak

> workshop 2 – grade 6/7 class from 10:30 to 11:45
Leader: Yuxiang Wang (Emily) Group: Marco Wong Group: Peder Shirley, Yiran Yu, Gexuan Su, Ke Xin Zhao, Yuan Zhuang, Natasa Kozak

> workshop 3 - grade 6/7 class from 1:00 to 2:15
Leader: Yanhui Guo,  Group: Yuan Zhuang, Ken Xin (Margaret) Zhao, Aries Liu, Hezhing Wang Shen, Ke Xin Zhao, Katrina Tan
October 25  8:35 to 9:55 Grade 9 Honours (Use Grade 10 problem set)
Leader: Chi Wang  Group: Yutong Wu, Tiangchang Ning, Matthias Lee, Chi wang, Katrina Tan, Tavy (Ting Wei)Wu

October 25  Precalculus 11 Honours, 26 students, 12:20-1:40pm
Leader Aries Liu Group: Tavy (ting We) Wu, Jiayuan Jiang, Yutong Wu,

October 26 my PreCalculus 12 Honours, 25 students, 10:15-11:30am
People attending: Angad Mankud Group: Ken Xin Zhao, Peter Wang, Natasha Kozak, Wenwan Zang, Jasmin Gadey, Po I (Brian) Wu

November 23
Two simultaneous workshops November 23 from 1:26 to 2:25.
Math 9/10
Leader  Matthias Lee Group: Jasmin Gadey, Yuan Zuang, Songi Fan.
Math 10/11
Leader Peter Wang Group: Hezhiwang Shen, Nlma Shafigh, Yanhui Guo